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ABSTRACT
Obserued aeromagnetic sunq data arc the summation of signals from the invaiont back-
ground magnetic fielQ the attitude dcpendcnt magnetic field of the afucrafr and the time and
spatialty dependent diumal variations. In recent yean, drantatic improvements have been
made in magnetometer sensitiity ond ahxralt compensation using softwate techniEtes. Few
improvements have been fofthcoming in overcoming the problems of diumal variation apaft

from using rnore base stations which arc located closer to or within the sunq area,

The spatial diumal voriations can be considcred in two groups. The commonest daily vaia-
tion uises from an overhead cunent system in the ionosphere which moves {rom eost to west
with the rotation of the eatth. The second type of fluctuations orc those associated with mag
netic substorms and aaroral cunent systems. Both gpes interact with the subsurface conduc-
tivity stntcture creating local distortions which will cause the obseryed fluctuation field to be
spatialty inhomogeneous. Fietd data from magnetometer arroys in the Canning Basin of
Australia are presented to illustrate these phenomena.

Subtracting the vaiations recorded from a single base station is not necessaily adcEtate to
remove the fluctuation field from the recorded total field airbome fota everyvhere in sunqt
afeo-

Monitoing these variations along the suney line is now possible by integrating the difference
of wo independent magnetorneten rneasuing the same field at dffirent times. The time spac-
ing is related to aircraft speed and sensor separation.

A simulation of the method usingfield data is presented alongwith preliminory data from the

Questor Ailbome Diumal Monitor aircraft.
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